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ABSTRACT
This paper argues that fair-sharing, the holy grail of conges-
tion control algorithms for decades, is not necessarily a desir-
able property in Machine Learning (ML) training clusters. We
demonstrate that for a specific combination of jobs, introduc-
ing unfairness improves the training time for all competing
jobs. We call this specific combination of jobs compatible
and define the compatibility criterion using a novel geometric
abstraction. Our abstraction rolls time around a circle and
rotates the communication phases of jobs to identify fully
compatible jobs. Using this abstraction, we demonstrate up
to 1.3× improvement in the average training iteration time of
popular ML models. We advocate that resource management
algorithms should take job compatibility on network links
into account. We then propose three directions to ameliorate
the impact of network congestion in ML training clusters: (𝑖)
an adaptively unfair congestion control scheme, (𝑖𝑖) priority
queues on switches, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) precise flow scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ever-growing increase in dataset and model sizes of deep
neural networks (DNNs) has created a massive demand for
efficient GPU clusters. Several studies have demonstrated that
as the number of GPUs increases, the communication over-
head of distributed Machine Learning (ML) training work-
loads quickly takes up a significant portion of training itera-
tion time [6, 11, 20, 24, 29, 30, 38, 48].

To alleviate the communication overhead of distributed ML
training, many training platforms overlap the compute and
communication phases of a single job using pipelining [30],
smart memory management [37], or prioritized parameter
transfers [19, 21, 32]. But these approaches tend to consider
a job in isolation, and the impact of congestion control algo-
rithms, when two or more training jobs share a bottleneck
link is largely ignored. Today’s systems for ML simply at-
tempt to place workers of the same job close to each other
to minimize the probability of congesting the network and
rely on default TCP or RDMA protocols to handle conges-
tion [18, 23, 26, 28, 31, 32, 34, 51]. For instance, Themis [26]
uses a slowdown factor to give preference to place workers of
the same job under the same Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch, but it
does not take network congestion into account when workers
are spread across ToRs.

Even with careful job placement, cross-job network con-
tention is inevitable in large-scale GPU clusters. Today, when
two or more ML jobs compete for bandwidth, congestion
control approaches share the network resources fairly, but we
demonstrate that for a specific combination of jobs, introduc-
ing unfairness creates a desirable side effect that improves
the training time of all jobs competing for bandwidth (§2).
Essentially, unfairness interleaves the computation and com-
munication phases of different jobs, enabling them to claim
the network bandwidth one-at-a-time, thereby improving the
training time of all competing jobs. We refer to this set of
jobs as compatible.

However, if jobs are incompatible, unfairness unnecessarily
hurts those that are less aggressive. Identifying compatible
jobs is challenging because it depends on the duration of com-
pute and communication phases of competing jobs, and their
network bandwidth requirements. To address this challenge,
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(b) First iteration in scenario1: Fair 
bandwidth sharing
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(c) First iteration in scenario2: Unfair 
bandwidth sharing

(d) CDF of iteration times (J1 and J2
curves in each scenario overlap)
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Figure 1: Impact of unfairness on training iteration time of two VGG19 training jobs sharing bottleneck link 𝐿1.

we propose a geometric abstraction that leverages the peri-
odic on-off pattern of DNN training (§3). The key idea of our
abstraction is to roll time around a circle whose perimeter is
proportional to the training iteration time of the ML jobs.

Using our geometric abstraction, we argue ML cluster op-
erators can manage network congestion by ensuring fully
compatible jobs are placed on the same network links, and
introducing some form of unfairness to enable cross-job com-
munication/computation interleaving across compatible jobs
(§4). Toward this goal, we propose three potential future direc-
tions that use our geometric abstraction to alleviate congestion
in ML training clusters : (𝑖) an adaptively unfair congestion
control scheme, (𝑖𝑖) priority queues on switches, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖)
precise flow scheduling.

2 SURPRISING PAYOFF OF UNFAIRNESS
Distributed DNN training. A common approach for training
large DNN models is data parallelism, where the training data
is distributed across multiple accelerators. During each train-
ing iteration, accelerators need to synchronize their model
weights. This step is called allreduce and can be performed
using various techniques, such as broadcasting [53], parame-
ter servers [25], ring-allreduce [1, 22, 44], tree-reduce [35],
or hierarchical ring-allreduce [45, 46].

Compute and communication phases. To consider the
impact of network congestion in data parallel training jobs,
we refer to the forward pass as the compute phase and refer
to the backpropagation and allreduce phases together as the
communication phase because congestion impacts any period
of time when data is being injected into the network.

Pipeline parallelism. To speed up training, many plat-
forms pipeline the computation in the backpropagation
step with the communication in the allreduce step [19–
21, 30, 32, 37]. Pipelining techniques are effective at over-
lapping the computation and communication phases of the
same job, but they ignore the interaction between multiple
jobs when they share a bottleneck link.

Goal. We consider GPU training clusters where large DNN
models are distributed across GPUs. Our ultimate goal is to
avoid network congestion to slow down the training time of
jobs sharing a link. We argue that achieving this goal does
not always require augmenting the network bandwidth, and
compatible jobs can share network links without experiencing
any slowdowns, as if the jobs are running with dedicated
network resources.

A surprising observation. We begin our argument with an
observation from a testbed with A100 GPUs and ConnectX-5
Mellanox NICs, shown in Figure 1a. The capacity of each
NIC is 50 Gbps. We run two distributed DNN training jobs,
called 𝐽1 and 𝐽2, across the servers such that they share a
bottleneck link 𝐿1. We run each job for 1,000 iterations under
two scenarios. In the first scenario, two VGG19 [41] training
jobs start simultaneously and share 𝐿1 fairly under the default
RDMA-based DCQCN congestion control algorithm [57].
DCQCN has a parameter𝑇 that corresponds to the time period
of its rate increase. The default value of 𝑇 in our testbed is
125 `s. Figure 1b shows both jobs achieve roughly 21 Gbps
bandwidth (i.e., half of 𝐿1’s capacity) during the first iteration.
This is not surprising, as DCQCN is designed to divide the
capacity equally between jobs [58]. In the second scenario,
we artificially introduce unfairness by adjusting DCQCN’s 𝑇
parameter on 𝐽1’s servers to 100 `s, making it more aggressive.
As a result, in the very first iteration, 𝐽1 achieves roughly
30 Gbps of bandwidth, whereas 𝐽2 achieves 15 Gbps, as shown
in Figure 1c. At first blush, it appears continuous unfairness
will hurt 𝐽2’s iteration time in subsequent iterations. But we
find that as training progresses, unfairness helps both 𝐽1 and
𝐽2. Figure 1d plots the CDF of training iteration times for
both scenarios, demonstrating that the unfairness in scenario2
accelerates the median iteration time of both jobs by 1.23×.

Why would unfairness in congestion control help ML
training? DNN training jobs have a unique on-off pattern [26,
32, 34, 51] where the off period corresponds to the compute
phase and the on period represents the communication phase.
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(b) Unfair bandwidth sharing
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(a) Fair bandwidth sharing
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because its congestion control
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Iteration 4
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Figure 2: Comparing the iteration times with fair and unfair bandwidth allocations.

Intuitively, when two training jobs share a network link, fair
bandwidth sharing slows down both jobs by prolonging their
communication phases. In contrast, unfair bandwidth sharing
speeds up one job while slowing down the other, creating a
side effect that slides the on-off pattern of the two competing
jobs to fit into each other after a few iterations.

Figure 2 demonstrates the sliding impact for the two scenar-
ios in Figure 1 by showing the link utilization of back-to-back
iterations. For clarity of presentation, we assume both jobs
start at the same time, and we smooth out the plots to help
with the visualization. Figure 2a shows that when the bottle-
neck link is shared fairly, both jobs continue to occupy ≈50%
of the available bandwidth across all iterations. In contrast,
Figure 2b shows that for the very first iteration, unfairness
gives more bandwidth to 𝐽1, allowing it to accelerate and com-
plete the first iteration at 𝑡 = 0.28 sec, whereas 𝐽2 takes longer
and completes its first iteration at 𝑡 = 0.32 sec. This imbalance
means the second communication phase of 𝐽1 starts earlier
(at 𝑡 = 0.38 sec) and utilizes the full bandwidth temporarily,
while the second communication phase of 𝐽2 starts later (at
𝑡 = 0.42 sec). Similarly, in the second iteration, when both
jobs are communicating, due to unfairness, 𝐽1 occupies a big-
ger share of the bandwidth. Interestingly, the region where
both jobs compete for network communication gradually re-
duces as we move from the first iteration to the fourth iteration.
By the fourth iteration, unfairness pulls apart the communi-
cation phases of the jobs and interleaves the computation
phase of 𝐽1 with the communication phase of 𝐽2 perpetually.
Hence, the iteration times of both jobs become almost equal

Jobs competing for
bandwidth (batch size)

Fairness
iter. time

Unfairness
iter. time

Unfairness
speed-up

Fully com-
patible

BERT (8) 183 ms 157 ms 1.17× ✗
VGG19 (1200) 297 ms 315 ms 0.94×
DLRM (2000) 1301 ms 1001 ms 1.3× ✓
DLRM (2000) 1300 ms 1019 ms 1.28×
BERT (8) 320 ms 216 ms 1.48×
VGG19 (1400) 494 ms 466 ms 1.06× ✗
WideResNet (800) 466 ms 505 ms 0.92×
WideResNet (800) 295 ms 273 ms 1.08× ✓
VGG16 (1400) 294 ms 274 ms 1.07×
VGG19 (1400) 389 ms 329 ms 1.18×
VGG16 (1700) 389 ms 329 ms 1.18× ✓
ResNet50 (1600) 167 ms 165 ms 1.01×

Table 1: Fully compatible jobs are those for which unfair-
ness speeds up all the jobs in the group (colored in green).

to what they would have been had the jobs been running in a
dedicated cluster; i.e., faster than fair sharing.

Is unfairness helpful for all ML jobs? It turns out that
the above desirable side effect of unfair bandwidth sharing
can only help jobs whose communication and computation
phases can fit perfectly into each other. As Table 1 shows,
unfairness only helps a specific combination of jobs. Each
row represents a different group of popular DNN training jobs
(and batch sizes). We first measure the average iteration time
when each group of jobs competes for bandwidth using the
default (fair) DCQCN algorithm. Then, for each group of jobs,
we make the DCQCN algorithm unfair such that the order
of aggressiveness is based on the jobs’ order of appearance
in the table, with each job more aggressive than subsequent
jobs in its row. The first group shows that when BERT [15]
and VGG19 [41] models share a link, making BERT more
aggressive ends up negatively hurting the iteration time of
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Figure 3: Our geometric abstraction.

(a) Communication phases
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Figure 4: Jobs 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 are compatible.

VGG19. But the second group shows when two DLRM [2]
models share a link, making the first DLRM more aggressive
accelerates the average iteration time of both jobs by 1.28 ×
−1.3×, compared to fair bandwidth sharing. The green color
indicates the set of jobs for which unfairness leads to faster
iteration times than fair bandwidth sharing. We refer to a
group of jobs for which unfairness results in faster iterations
time for all the jobs in the group as compatible jobs.

3 GEOMETRIC ABSTRACTION
To determine whether a set of jobs competing on a link is
compatible, we seek to answer the following question: “Is
there a way to slide the communication pattern of the jobs
such that their communication phases have almost no overlap
with each other?

Roll time around a circle. To answer above question, we
propose a novel geometric abstraction. Consider the time-
series representation of the network demand for a job running
in a dedicated cluster with no congestion. Given the periodic
on-off pattern of DNN training, the duration of the compute
and communication phases remains more or less the same
across training iterations. Consequently, if we roll time around
a circle whose perimeter is equal to the training iteration time,
the communication phases of all iterations will appear approx-
imately on the same arc of the circle. For instance, Figure 3a
illustrates the time-series network demand of VGG16 with
a training iteration time of 255 ms where the first 141 ms
are pure computation (i.e., forward pass). Figure 3b shows a
circle with perimeter 255 time units and the time-series data
plotted around it in a counter-clockwise direction. The com-
pute phase of all iterations occupies the arc starting at 0 and
ending at 141 time units, and the communication phases span
the rest of the circle. This representation demonstrates that
the compute and communication phases of different iterations
always cover the same arcs of the circle. We design our geo-
metric abstraction to capture this circular property. Figure 3c
shows our geometric abstraction. The circle’s perimeter rep-
resents the iteration time, set to 255 time units. The compute
phase spans 141 time units, represented by the uncolored arc,
and the communication phase, represented by the colored arc,
occupies the remainder of the circle.

Rotate the circle to avoid congestion. To determine the
compatibility of two (or more) jobs, we place each job on its
corresponding circle and overlay the circles on top of each
other. Congestion happens when the communication phases
collide, as shown in Figure 4a. To avoid congestion, we rotate
the circles to find a position where the communication arcs do
not collide, as shown in Figure 4b. If such a rotation is found,
the jobs are deemed compatible. Note that rotating the circles
clockwise and counterclockwise is equivalent to the sliding
effect of unfairness. Moreover, overlapping the computation
times of each job (the uncolored regions) is acceptable, as we
assume jobs are not sharing the compute resources with each
other.

How to capture jobs with different iteration times? The
above technique is only applicable when circles have the same
perimeter. To generalize our geometric abstraction to the case
where jobs have different iteration times, we place each job
on a unified circle whose perimeter is equal to the Least
Common Multiple (LCM) of the iteration times of all jobs
competing on the link. For instance, consider two jobs 𝐽1 and
𝐽2 competing on a bottleneck link with iteration times 40 ms
and 60 ms, respectively. To determine the compatibility of
these two jobs, we place them on a circle with a perimeter
equal to 𝐿𝐶𝑀 (40, 60) = 120 units. Figure 5a shows 𝐽1 on
this unified circle. Given that the perimeter of the circle is
3× 𝐽1’s iteration time, there are three communication and
computation phases in the figure. Similarly, Figure 5b shows
𝐽2 on the unified circle. We then overlay the unified circles
(shown in Figure 5c) and rotate them to determine whether the
jobs are compatible. Figure 5d shows that when 𝐽1 is rotated
30◦ counterclockwise, the colored areas on the circles do not
collide; i.e., the jobs are fully compatible.

Optimization formulation. We use an optimization for-
mulation to determine whether a set of jobs is fully com-
patible and if so, what the best angle of rotation is for each
job such that the communication phases do not overlap. Our
formulation searches for rotation angles such that there is
no region on the unified circle where more than one job is
communicating. For scalability, we discretize the circle into
small sectors and add constraints capping the number of jobs
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Figure 5: Geometric abstraction for jobs with different
training iteration times using a unified circle.

communicating in each sector at one. If the optimization for-
mulation finds the rotation angles satisfying the constraints,
the jobs are deemed compatible.1

4 CONGESTION-FREE ML CLUSTERS
Today’s ML cluster scheduling techniques consider end-hosts
that are topologically near each other as the main criterion for
reducing network congestion [18, 23, 26, 28, 31, 32, 34, 51].
This section argues for two requirements to move toward
congestion-free ML clusters. First, ML schedulers should be
augmented to take compatibility into account and to place
compatible jobs on network links. In other words, the problem
of job placement should be related not only to available re-
sources on servers but also to compatibility on links. Second,
once compatible jobs are placed on the same link(s), service
providers need to artificially create the desirable side effect
of unfairness to enable compatible jobs to occupy the entire
link bandwidth without slowing each other down.

Placing compatible jobs on links. To place compatible
jobs on network links, the ML scheduler should first profile
each ML training job in isolation to measure its iteration time,
communication pattern, and bandwidth demand for different
hyper-parameters. Next, the scheduling algorithm should be-
come aware of network routes (e.g., ECMP routing decisions)
for each job. Once the routes are known, the scheduler runs
our optimization formulation for the set of jobs placed on a
network link to determine their compatibility. If the jobs are
incompatible, the scheduler should look for alternative place-
ments. We believe this approach applies to today’s ML sched-
ulers, including BytePS [23, 32], Themis [26], Pollux [34],
and Muri [56].

Creating unfairness for compatible jobs. After placing
compatible jobs on network links, the next step is to avoid

1The details of the optimization formulation are omitted for brevity.

colliding the communication phases of jobs, so that they can
co-exist on the same link while using the link bandwidth one
at a time. This property can be achieved by: (𝑖) deploying
an unfair congestion control algorithm; or (𝑖𝑖) using packet
priorities to achieve unfairness; or (𝑖𝑖𝑖) scheduling the com-
munication phases in the appropriate time slots. Below we
summarize each approach.

Using an unfair transport protocol. Intuitively, deploy-
ing an unfair congestion control algorithm throughout a clus-
ter seems like a bad idea. In particular, as shown in Table 1,
when incompatible jobs share a link, our unfair transport pro-
tocol favors more aggressive jobs and slows down the less
aggressive ones without creating any desirable side effects.
However, we argue that an adaptively unfair congestion con-
trol algorithm can achieve the desired side effect of unfairness
when the jobs are compatible without negatively impacting in-
compatible jobs. For instance, the DCQCN algorithm [57, 58]
uses the following equation to determine the increase in its
target sending rate: 𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝑇 + 𝑅𝐴𝐼 , where 𝑅𝑇 represents the
target sending rate, and 𝑅𝐴𝐼 denotes the Additive Increase
step. To enable adaptive unfairness, we adjust 𝑅𝐴𝐼 from a con-
stant to 𝑅𝐴𝐼 (1 + 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚. 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
), where 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 represents

the amount of progress in the communication phase. Hence,
a job closer to completing its communication phase is more
aggressive than a job just about to start its communication
phase (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0), enabling interleaving of compatible
jobs. Meanwhile, incompatible jobs continue to take turns in
becoming the aggressive party to claim the bandwidth, and
they end up sharing the bandwidth fairly in steady state.

Using priority queues. An alternative approach is to use
priority queues in network switches. This approach is sim-
ilar to prior techniques using application-aware semantics
in datacenters to achieve differential performance [3, 4, 12–
14, 16, 17, 55]. For ML workloads, the assigned priority for
jobs can be arbitrary as long as the jobs competing for the
same link are compatible and have a unique priority. In this
approach, the scheduler assigns the priority value to each job
sharing the same link. Then, the end-hosts mark packets with
the assigned priority, allowing the switch [36, 42] to divide
the link bandwidth accordingly, thereby mimicking the desir-
able side effect of unfairness. This approach does not require
any changes to the congestion control algorithm. However, a
potential challenge is that today’s switches support a few pri-
ority queues; thus, maintaining unique priorities when there
is a large number of jobs becomes challenging.

Flow scheduling. Instead of creating explicit unfairness in
the congestion control algorithm, service providers can use
the centralized scheduler to schedule flows for each job at
precise time intervals. Concretely, the output of our optimiza-
tion formulation provides an angle of rotation for each job
such that the communication phases do not collide. This angle
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corresponds to a time-shift for the communication phase of a
job. Using this time-shift, the scheduler can schedule flows
at appropriate times to avoid colliding the communication
phases of jobs sharing network links. This approach is simi-
lar to flow-scheduling techniques in datacenters [33, 39, 47].
However, it is challenging to schedule short transfers at pre-
cise times without a high-resolution clock synchronization
across the cluster.

5 DISCUSSION
Cluster-level compatibility. In large-scale clusters, jobs are
likely to traverse multiple links, and they may compete with
different jobs on different links. Given the interdependence
of all servers participating in a training job, service providers
must ensure compatibility is preserved across all links. A
potential solution to address this is to expand the perimeter of
the unified circle to become the LCM of the iteration times of
the jobs sharing at least one link with other jobs and solving
the optimization formulation to find a unique rotation angle
for each job.

GPU multi-tenancy. For simplicity, we assume GPUs are
dedicated resources for each job, and different jobs do not
share the same GPU – this is not far from how many pro-
duction clusters run today to ensure predictable and high
throughput training performance. Thus, our geometric ab-
straction only considers the network links as shared resources
and allows the compute phases of different jobs to overlap.
Recent proposals demonstrate the feasibility of multi-tenancy
on GPUs [5, 49, 51, 52, 56]. We note that capturing GPU
multi-tenancy is possible by adding more constraints in our
optimization formulation, but we omit the details for brevity.

Impact of hyper-parameters. The iteration time and com-
munication demand of a job are affected by the batch size,
the number of workers, and the all-reduce algorithm. If these
hyper-parameters are changed during the lifetime of a job,
its geometric abstraction changes accordingly, and the sched-
uler should take the new abstraction into account. This also
provides an opportunity for the scheduler to adjust the hyper-
parameters to improve the compatibility of jobs sharing links
while making job placement decisions.

6 RELATED WORK
Congestion control for ML. RDMA is currently the stan-
dard technology used in ML clusters. Congestion control al-
gorithms for RDMA include DCQCN [57, 58], IRN [27], and
RoCC [43]. These schemes strive to achieve fairness across
all flows sharing a link and do not leverage the unique prop-
erties of ML workloads, such as periodicity and predictable
network demand. Xia et al. [50] leverage the loss-tolerance
of ML training and propose a bounded-loss tolerant transport

as a new congestion control paradigm for ML training work-
loads. In contrast, our approach does not require bounding
the loss.

Scheduling techniques. DNN scheduling algorithms de-
cide where jobs are placed in the cluster. Today’s schedulers,
such as Gandiva [51], Themis [26], Pollux [34], Tiresias [18],
ByteScheduler [23, 32], and Optimus [31], try to minimize
congestion by placing workers of the same job as close to
each other as possible. But these approaches do not consider
placing compatible jobs on network links to avoid sharing the
network bandwidth. Flow-scheduling approaches such as Sin-
cronia [3], Orchestra [9], and Coflows [7, 8, 10, 39, 40, 54]
provide differential treatment for flows instead of sharing the
network fairly. But these approaches are designed for legacy
datacenter traffic and do not leverage the periodic behavior of
ML traffic. In contrast, our approach is custom-designed for
ML workloads. Muri [56] and Synergy [28] recently proposed
DL scheduling techniques to interleave critical resources (e.g.,
GPU, CPU, network, storage) of DL training jobs. However,
Muri considered a restrictive setting where resource inter-
leaving is only possible for jobs distributed across the exact
same set of servers, and Synergy only considered GPU, CPU,
and memory as critical resources. Our approach captures a
more generic case where network links are shared across jobs,
irrespective of the set of GPUs they use.

7 CONCLUSION
We present a surprising finding: unfair bandwidth allocation
helps certain combinations of DNN jobs achieve congestion-
free performance even though the network is shared. We for-
malize our finding by defining a novel geometric abstraction
to capture job compatibility and argue ML schedulers should
use an optimization formulation to take job compatibility
into account. We discuss potential approaches to systemati-
cally unlock this opportunity to optimize network sharing for
compatible jobs.
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